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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT*41061-***

ITE Power Supply. The 1st

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

"*"=M or - or H. The 2nd
"*"="01" to "18". The 3rd
"*"="12", "18", "24" or
"30". The 4th "*"="-0.1"
to "-7.0" or blank
GT*41078-*05-USB

ITE Power Supply. The 1st

IEC 60950-1:2005

"*" part can be 'M' or '-'
or 'H' for market
identification and not
related to safety. The 2nd
"*" part denotes the rated
output wattage
designation, which can be
"01" to "06", with
interval of 1.

KSA-031623/1
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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT-41052-WWVV-X.XX****

ITE Power Supply. WW is

** Series

the standard output

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

wattage, with a maximum
value of "18", VV is the
standard rated output
voltage designation, with
a maximum value of "24",
which can be
05,09,12,15,18,24. -X.XX
denote the output voltage
differentiator,
subtracting X.XX volts
from standard output
voltage VV in 0.01V
increments, the actual
output voltage range is
5-24V, blank is to
indicate the no voltage
different. Each*=0-9 or
A-Z or ()[] or blank for
mktg purpos

KSA-031623/1
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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT-41062-WWVV-X.XX****

ITE Power Supply. WW is

** Series

the standard output

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

wattage, with a maximum
value of "18", VV is the
standard rated output
voltage designation, with
a maximum value of "24",
which can be
05,09,12,15,18,24. -X.XX
denote the output voltage
differentiator,
subtracting X.XX volts
from standard output
voltage VV in 0.01V
increments, the actual
output voltage range is
5-24V, blank is to
indicate the no voltage
different. Each*=0-9 or
A-Z or ()[] or blank for
mktg purpos

KSA-031623/1
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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT-41080-WWVV-X.XX****

ITE Power Supply. WW is

** Series

the standard output

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

wattage, with a maximum
value of "18", VV is the
standard rated output
voltage designation, with
a maximum value of "24",
which can be
05,09,12,15,18,24. -X.XX
denote the output voltage
differentiator,
subtracting X.XX volts
from standard output
voltage VV in 0.01V
increments, the actual
output voltage range is
5-24V, blank is to
indicate the no voltage
different. Each*=0-9 or
A-Z or ()[] or blank for
mktg purpos

KSA-031623/1
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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT-41081-WWVV-X.XX****

ITE Power Supply. WW is

** Series

the standard output

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

wattage, with a maximum
value of "18", VV is the
standard rated output
voltage designation, with
a maximum value of "24",
which can be
05,09,12,15,18,24. -X.XX
denote the output voltage
differentiator,
subtracting X.XX volts
from standard output
voltage VV in 0.01V
increments, the actual
output voltage range is
5-24V, blank is to
indicate the no voltage
different. Each*=0-9 or
A-Z or ()[] or blank for
mktg purpos

KSA-031623/1
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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT-41083-***-*.*-T2

ITE Power Supply. The

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

first together with the
second "*" denote the
watt, which can be 01-41,
with interval of 1. The
third together with the
fourth "*" denote the
standard rated output
voltage designation, which
can be "12", "24", "48".
"-*.*" denote the optional
deviation, subtracted from
standard output voltage,
which can be "-0.1" to
"-23.9" with interval of
0.1, or blank to indicate
no voltage different.
GT-41083-***-*.*-T2

NOTES CONTINUED.... The

IEC 60950-1:2005

3rd to 6th asterisks
together denote the output
voltage with a range of
12-18 volts.

KSA-031623/1
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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT-41130-WWVV-X.X-TZ

Power supply for business

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

machine. WW-Watt.
VV-X.X=Voltage. Z=2,3 or
3A
GT-43004P***-T*

ITE Power Supply. The 1st

IEC 60950-1:2005

"*"="001" to "150". The
2nd
"*"="12","16","19","24".
The 3rd "*"="-0.1" to
"-4.9". The 4th "*"=2,3 or
3A

KSA-031623/1
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Appendix 1
LIC. No. KSA L-103828
First issue date
09 June 2014
Model Type Reference

Product Description

GT-46180-WWVV-X.XX****

ITE Power Supply. WW is

** Series

the standard output

Rating and Principal
Characteristics

Standards

Type Approval Evidence
Reference

IEC 60950-1:2005

wattage, with a maximum
value of "18", VV is the
standard rated output
voltage designation, with
a maximum value of "24",
which can be
05,09,12,15,18,24. -X.XX
denote the output voltage
differentiator,
subtracting X.XX volts
from standard output
voltage VV in 0.01V
increments, the actual
output voltage range is
5-24V, blank is to
indicate the no voltage
different. Each*=0-9 or
A-Z or ()[] or blank for
mktg purpos

KSA-031623/1
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